
product information sheet Product registered on　31th Mar.2021

■Detailed information

Item name hyakushiki Tsubomi crystal bowl L
Offer season Year-round Best before date

(Content expiration date)
dates

Net content 400ml Retail reference price in
Japan(before-tax)

12,900Japanese yen (ex. tax)

Quantity per case 1pc

Minimum number of
orders

Storage temperature

carton size Width(cm)×Depth(cm)×Height(cm) weight(kg)

W15.5cm× D15.5cm× H6.5cm  0.5kg

Means of
transportation

Air

Ingredients

Certification

Exporter HULS Inc.(partially exclusive)

Export experience 
(including under challenge)

Taiwan：(Continual base)
Italia：(Continual base)
USA：(Spot base)
China：(Spot base)
Singapore：(Spot base)
Dutch：(Spot base)
England：(Spot base)
France：(Spot base)

Local distributor Taiwan：Rise Furniture Gallery Co.(not exclusive)
Italia：Hands on Design(not exclusive)
France：Maruyama Seaweed Store Co., Ltd.(not exclusive)

Selling point Beautiful, sincere and exciting lacquer glass.In a place where the tradition of making Kiso lacquerware lives on, we
develop new tableware. A luster that combines gorgeousness and calmness ... Colors that embody Japanese
aesthetics ... Feels like your skin is sucked in ... By combining the rich charm of varnish with cool and transparent
glass, we have created a brand new lacquered vessel that has never been seen before. The "Tsubomi" series is a
container reminiscent of flower buds. The hand-made various lines stimulate your external touch, and the internal
colors stimulate your visual sense.

Expected use Retail(high-end) Professional(high-end)、Others

Description A bowl with colorful lacquer fixed on a glass base.

Promotion video

Remarks

■ Product photo・Allergen advice

Allergen labelling

May contain traces of



■ Information of seller

Company name MARUYOSHI KOSAKA CO., LTD. Product registered　
31th Mar.2021

Company location 1817-1 Kisohirasawa, Shiojiri-city, Nagano

message A small town along the Old Nakasendo surrounded by deep woods, since its
establishment in 1945 in Kisohirasawa, MaruYoshi Kosaka lacquerware shop has
always been the livelihood of the lacquer. In our small workshop in a small town
where every household is lacquer craftsman, the craftsmen engaged in lacquer
and woodwork do earnestly, and continue to make and design silently every day.
In this land where Kiso lacquerware is produced, while feeling the clear air, the
beauty and severity of the four seasons, we are also constantly learning and
inheriting traditions, thinking about the feelings of users every day. Our aim is to
become a craftsman who constantly faces new challenges and continues to
create.

Home page https://www.maruyoshi-kosaka.jp/

Industrial sector Manufacturer

Promotion video

Language English available, but limited

■ Production and manufacturing processes
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